In the last decade, sharing is the word which is shaping most of our decisions in
terms of how we are designing our society.
We can share electric autos, scooters to reduce CO2 emissions, we share public
transport system, the food we order in a local restaurant near our office, we are
sharing our living spaces, by discovering new ways of co-housing and co-living.
What if we explore the sharing system possibilty in relation to our working spaces?
What if, whit the carsharing, we could also create office-sharing, that we could rent
for the exact time we need them?Just easy as open your phone, find the nearest box
around you, and choose the one which fits the most your demand. Directly from your
App.
Not just a Co-working, that you have to pay monthly, but an occasional space, that
you can rent any time you need it, without the complications of a Co-space. If you are
student, and you don’t like to spend all your time working in the university facilities,
you could probably prefer doing it near the beach. Even if you are a Independent
worker, who sometimes just wants to work out of their home, and eventually, make
some contact.
Or if you are just passing by, and you prefer to work from one of the stations with a
stunning view of the city, rather then from the airport.
Boxes all around us, which could possibly cooperate with the city center in order to
create a common view of a smart or even resilience city.
Boxes that will be placed not only in strategical position, but also creating new spaces
and opportunities to make communities around them, by trying to get a close contact
with the surrounding nature and urban context.
We are living a struggling moment of our recent history, in which the word and the
concept of sharing seem to be in danger as our own life.
Despite the Covid-19 crisis, we firmly believe that we will need to collaborate with the
new solutions for the future that the European Commision will luckly provide. Most
of us are currently working from their home, but this could only be an expeptional
solution, because the most, are not working anymore.
As we are doing right now, we will adapt ourself as human being to survive, but we are
convinced that we don’t have to loose our identity of humanity as a big living design
newtork, and we must not forget that we will have to work together and not separatly
in order to find a futurable solution.
Will our boxes be able to detect with a body temperature scan, or will there be, for
a certain time, Covid-19 immunology license, or Covid-19 free pass, or free area ,
(Or Covid-19 mild conditio working area), nobody still knows. We offer our idea and
concept, in order to not forget some of our before-Covid-19 eco-friendly principles and
goals, because we will must to restart somehow and build together “TheLifeWeShare”

